Synthetic multicellular systems hold promise for understanding natural development of biofilms and 
homophilic adhesion (i.e., between like cells) of cells producing both Ag2 and Nb2, which we speculate is due to cis titration of Nb2 by the much smaller (4 amino-acid) Ag2 peptide when both are expressed in the 73 same cell (Fig. S2 ).
74
We next established the ability to control adhesion strength quantitatively between cells through three 75 independent methods. First, we controlled affinity on a per-cell basis by controlling adhesin expression level 76 (Fig. 2f ). Varying inducer concentration over 3 orders of magnitude showed rather digital on/off control 77 over aggregation by ATc and a more graded response but substantial leaky expression for Ara. Second, we 78 controlled affinity on a per-molecule basis by individual Nb-Ag affinity. This we demonstrated using multiple 79 nanobodies against Ag3, which showed a range of binding strengths as indicated by the percentage of cells 80 remaining in solution (Fig. 2g) . Third, we used a soluble peptide to competitively inhibit cell-cell adhesion.
81
In particular, soluble Ag2 peptide blocked the formation of aggregates between Ag2 and Nb2 strains in a 82 concentration-dependent manner, while a scrambled-sequence control peptide had no effect (Fig. 2h) . The 83 potential cis titration of Nb2 by Ag2 mentioned above could provide a fourth method similar competitive 84 inhibition by soluable Ag2.
85
With this synthetic adhesion toolbox in hand, we explored what multicellular morphologies and spatial 86 patterns could be achieved at a microscopic scale with a single adhesin pair expressed in two strains. We 87 labeled Ag2-and Nb2-expressing strains with constitutive, cytoplasmic fluorescent proteins mRuby2 (red) 88 and sfGFP (green), respectively, leading to extended aggregates with mesh-like patterns of alternating red 89 and green cells (Fig. 3a) . This red-green binding specificity is statistically significant when quantifying the 90 number of nearest neighbors (Fig. 3b) and the nearest-neighbor matrix, or conditional probability table (Fig. 91 3c, Supplementary Discussion).
92
We then tested whether the aggregate morphology could be modulated with alternative cell morpholo-93 gies, using a spherical S1 strain (due to mrdB mutation 29 , Fig. 3d ) or a filamentous strain (MG1655 with 94 membrane stress due to overexpression off of a high-copy plasmid 30 , Fig. 3e ). The resulting aggregates differ 95 significantly both in their microscopic porosity (fraction of space not occupied by cells, Fig. 3f ) and in their 96 macroscopic pellet size (Fig. S4) . That is, rods (wild type) pack more compactly than filaments, and the 97 spherical S1 mutants (for an undetermined reason) do not even form macroscopic aggregates.
98
We further tested whether we could control aggregate size and morphology in S1 cells by varying the 99 density ratio ρ R:G between two adhering cell types (Fig. 3g ). We found a transition (Fig. 3g,h) and modulation of aggregate size, morphology, and material properties such as porosity.
105
We also established that our toolbox is compatible with patterning throughout cell growth and division.
106
We tracked small aggregates of exponential-phase cells in a microfluidic chamber 31 for several hours. We 107 observed cells growing and dividing over multiple cell cycles while also adhering to other cells (Fig. 3i ).
108
Pairs of red and green cells bound lengthwise gave rise to multiple generations of daughter cells similarly 109 bound lengthwise, leading to small filaments of two to three cell widths. Absent an adjacent cell of the 110 opposite color, daughter cells separated from the aggregate after division (Fig. 3i left) . Conversely, the 111 presence of the opposite cell type maintained daughter cells as part of the aggregate by acting as an adhesive 112 bridge (Fig. 3i right) .
113
Next, we sought to rationally design distinct patterns involving more than one adhesion pair in two cell 114 types by implementing three key canonical patterning processes ( Fig. 4a-c Table S1 ).
164
Aggregation assays. Cultures were grown overnight at 37
• C while shaking at 300 rpm in 7 mL LB + 100 165 ng/mL ATc (if induced and unless noted otherwise) for 24 hours (to ensure stationary phase and consistent
166
final density across samples). Filamentous strains (using pNeae2) were induced using 100 µM isopropyl hours later, to ensure equilibrium, from the top ∼25% of the well ("supernatant"). Samples were transferred 170 to 96-well assay plates and OD 600 was measured on a Tecan infinite M1000 plate reader.
171
Peptides. EPEA and PEAE peptides were synthesized by Genscript at > 95% purity. The lyophilized 172 peptides were resuspended in water, and their concentration was quantified on a NanoDrop One using the 173 A205/31 method.
174
Aggregation time lapses. Cultures were grown and mixed as above, and then transferred to 10 mL clear 175 plastic test tubes, taped to a black felt background with an overhead fluorescent lamp for a dark field effect.
176
Samples were photographed on a Nexus 5X smartphone using the TimeLapse Video Recorder app. an inlet, outlet, and 2 mm × 12 mm × 0.1 mm chamber 31 . The chamber was connected using sterilized 197 steel pins and tubing to two reservoirs of media (3 mL and 2.9 mL) and imaged using epifluorescence in a 
